EVERYBODY SLEEPS
The main considerations when buying a pillow are








Will it support my head, upper shoulders and in particular those small muscles in my neck?
Will it prevent my head sweating, keeping me cool in summer & cosy in winter?
Is it natural, ethical, Botanical and produced in Britain?
Is it Biodegradable or will it be in landfill for 500 years like foam will be?
Is it easily & instantly adjustable making it suitable for everyone?
[Takes just a moment to push into your favourite position]
Has it been treated with toxic chemicals as have foam, feathers & unnatural materials?

Is it advertised as “bounce back” which will struggle to retain its original shape thus putting strain
on our delicate neck muscles? [Ask the next person you meet if they ever have painful neck, and
possibly migraines in the morning] Will the sleeper awake in the morning in exactly the same
position as falling asleep? [No more tossing & turning], no more duvet on the floor!
 Suitable for babies from 9 months? Safe for you and the environment?
 Easily cleaned? Zipped for adjustment?
[We have over filled your new Pillow with Superb Buckwheat Husks so we suggest you try it as is for the FIRST NIGHT
ONLY. You may find this high loft to be comfortable, but if
not, experiment by removing say 10% or 15% . The more you remove will allow greater flexibility to adjust by shifting the
husks from one end to another.
Another trick is to prod with your fingers to make a dint on which to place your head, after a few nights, or maybe on the
first , you will find your perfect comfort position, then look forward to 20 years, or more, BLISSFUL sleep!!! ]







Made from heavy Organic tightly woven Cotton Drill?
We reckon will last over 20 years if looked after.
Chemical free?
Gluten free?
No allergies!!
Hypo-allergenic, no attraction for mites and insects. [The husks have no nutritious value]. So
versatile, like having several pillows in one.

The day is coming when everyone in Europe will sleep perfectly!!
Negatives, only one we know of “it's heavy”. Of course the weight is only an issue when changing
the pillow case. A small price to pay when the sleeper is quickly falling into dreamland and as the
quality of sleep is far superior than the awful alternatives and most folk report they actually require
less sleep!! They are HAPPY with their brilliant eco-friendly product
As Harry Jenkins of Bradford-on-Avon reported “Great pillows-better than Tempura”. He forgot to
mention very much cheaper than that deceitful brand. Sad but true that foam & feathers are sprayed
with toxic chemicals, not such a good idea to spend, say 54 hours per week, within 1cm of the
sleepers nose & brain, ohh that'll be a no brainer then!!!!
www.perfectpillow.co.uk
The Best Pillow in the World – Everybody Needs One!

